Linear optimal gains are computed for the subcritical two-dimensional separated boundary-layer flow past a bump. Very large optimal gain values are found, making it possible for small-amplitude noise to be strongly amplified and to destabilize the flow. The optimal forcing is located close to the summit of the bump, while the optimal response is the largest in the shear layer. The largest amplification occurs at frequencies corresponding to eigenvalues which first become unstable at higher Reynolds number. Non-linear direct numerical simulations show that a low level of noise is indeed sufficient to trigger random flow unsteadiness, characterized here by large-scale vortex shedding.
Linear optimal gains are computed for the subcritical two-dimensional separated boundary-layer flow past a bump. Very large optimal gain values are found, making it possible for small-amplitude noise to be strongly amplified and to destabilize the flow. The optimal forcing is located close to the summit of the bump, while the optimal response is the largest in the shear layer. The largest amplification occurs at frequencies corresponding to eigenvalues which first become unstable at higher Reynolds number. Non-linear direct numerical simulations show that a low level of noise is indeed sufficient to trigger random flow unsteadiness, characterized here by large-scale vortex shedding.
Next, a variational technique is used to compute efficiently the sensitivity of optimal gains to steady control (through source of momentum in the flow, or blowing/suction at the wall). A systematic analysis at several frequencies identifies the bump summit , and applied to physics-based reduced-order models 10, 11 or to models obtained from system identification 12, 13 , it has proven robust enough to be implemented in experiments. Based on Lagrangian optimization, receding-horizon predictive control was able to successfully relaminarize a plane channel flow at a centerline Reynolds number of 1712 (Bewley, Moin and Temam 14 ) . Open-loop control has also been proposed as a successful strategy to mitigate instabilities experimentally, be it active or passive (e.g. sensitivity to steady forcing in the bulk (with mass, momentum or energy sources) and at the wall (with blowing/suction or heating). Meliga, Pujals and Serre 28 also computed the sensitivity of the shedding frequency (eigenfrequency of the leading global mode to the mean flow) in the fully turbulent wake past a bluff body and reproduced experimental data for the flow forced by a small control cylinder. The extension of sensitivity analysis to optimal gain by Brandt et al. 22 now opens the way to the control of convectively unstable flows.
In this study, the flow past a wall-mounted bump is considered. This separated flow is characterized by a long recirculation region, high shear, strong backflow, and exhibits large transient growth 11, 29 . Optimal gains are computed at different frequencies, and a sensitivity analysis is systematically performed in order to identify regions where they can be reduced with steady open-loop control. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the problem, including geometry and governing equations. The uncontrolled subcritical flow is studied in section III by computing linear optimal gains and characterizing noise amplification with DNS (direct numerical simulation). In section IV, a sensitivity analysis is performed in order to identify regions where optimal gains are most affected by steady control. Based on the results, we design one specific control configuration, with wall suction at the bump summit, and demonstrate its effectiveness in reducing not only linear optimal gains but also non-linear noise amplification. In section V, we investigate flow stabilization in the supercritical regime: sensitivity analysis applied to global eigenvalues supports the choice of wall suction at the bump summit, which is further confirmed by results from DNS and linear stability analysis. Conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The flow past a 2D bump mounted on a flat plate is considered. The bump geometry y = y b (x) is shown in figure 1 and is the same as in Bernard, Foucaut, Dupont and Stanislas 30 , Marquillie and Ehrenstein 31 and following studies 11, 29, 32 . The incoming flow has a Blasius boundary layer profile, characterized by its displacement thickness δ * at the reference position x = 0. The bump summit is located at x = x b = 25δ * , and the bump height is h = 2δ * . All quantities in the problem are made dimensionless with inlet velocity U ∞ and inlet boundary layer displacement thickness δ * . The Reynolds number is defined as Re = U ∞ δ * /ν, with ν the fluid kinematic viscosity.
The fluid motion in the domain Ω is described by the velocity field U = (U, V ) T and pressure field P . The state vector Q = (U, P ) T is solution of the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations In the most general case, F(t) is a time-dependent volume forcing, which will be specified as harmonic forcing or stochastic noise in sections III to V. A steady control is applied through a volume force C in the flow, or through blowing/suction velocity U c in some regions Γ c of the wall. The no-slip condition applies on other parts of the wall Γ w \ Γ c .
Without forcing (F = 0), the steady-state base flow
T satisfies:
To obtain the equation which govern the evolution of perturbations under small-amplitude forcing F = f ′ , the flow is written as the superposition of the steady-state base flow and small time-dependent perturbations, Q = Q b + q ′ . Linearizing equations (1) yields: well suited for DNS. In the present study, the upper boundary is lower (y = 50) and the outlet much farther (x = 400), and a stress-free boundary condition is prescribed at both boundaries since it is adapted to steady-state flows and appears as a natural condition when using finite elements. The present Newton method allows to obtain base flows well beyond the critical Reynolds number and to confirm the linear dependency of l c with Re.
B. Optimal gain
When harmonic forcing F(x, y, t) = f(x, y)e iωt is applied to a stable flow, the asymptotic response is harmonic at the same frequency ω, q ′ (x, y, t) = q(x, y)e iωt . Then (3) becomes:
In the following, the amplitude of perturbations q is measured in terms of their kinetic energy = Ω |f| 2 dΩ. For a given frequency ω and a given forcing f, the asymptotic energy amplification is the gain G(ω) = ||u|| 2 /||f|| 2 . In particular, it is of interest to determine the optimal forcing f opt which leads to the largest energy amplification, i.e. the optimal gain:
In this study, optimal gains are computed using the same procedure as Garnaud et al. 19 After spatial discretization, the linear dynamical system (4) is written as (iωB + L)q = BPf, with P a prolongation operator from the velocity-only space to the velocity-pressure space. The optimal gain (5) is recast as
where the pseudonorm ||q|| 2 q = q H Qand the norm ||f||
f , the optimal gain can be expressed as the leading eigenvalue of the Hermitian eigenvalue problem
The operator (iωB + L) −1 is sometimes called "resolvent" and the optimal gain G opt (ω) the "resolvent norm". The largest eigenvalue max(λ) = G 2 opt (ω) and the associated eigenvector f opt are computed using an implicitly restarted Arnoldi method. Operators Q of the shear layer, with structures tilted against the base flow (which points to a contribution from the Orr mechanism to the total amplification 17, 21 ). The forcing exhibits a layer-like structure in the y direction, and these layers become thinner as ω increases. The optimal response has a wave packet-like structure in the x direction, whose wavelength decreases with ω. At low frequency, ω < ∼ 0.1, the response is located downstream of the reattachment point and is typical of the convective Tollmien-Schlichting instability 17, 21, 36, 37 . At intermediate frequencies, the response is located along the shear layer, and its structure is reminiscent of the most unstable global eigenmodes for the same flow 29 , typical of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in shear flows. This intermediate range includes frequencies of largest optimal gain G opt (see figure 3) . At higher frequency, ω > ∼ 0.8, the optimal forcing and response (not shown) are spread over a wide region and correspond to the combined effect of advection and diffusion 21 .
C. Direct numerical simulations
In this section, the full non-linear Navier-Stokes system (1) is solved with direct numerical simulations, using the same procedure as Marquillie and Ehrenstein 31 . In the following, the subcritical flow at Re = 580 is forced with F = f(x, y)φ(t). This volume forcing will serve a twofold role: section III C 1 focuses on harmonic forcing, so as to investigate the fully non-linear asymptotic response, while section III C 2 deals with stochastic forcing, in order to mimic random noise. The spatial structure of the forcing is chosen as a divergence-free "double Gaussian" already used by Ehrenstein et al. 11 and illustrated in figure 5 :
with a variable amplitude A, a center located at x f = 5, y f = 4, and characteristic width and height σ x = 0.5, σ y = 1.0. The Gaussian-type forcing f is sufficiently far from the wall so that its L 2 norm is very close to the theoretical value A π 2 σ x σ 3 y 1 + σ 2 y /σ 2 x one would obtain in an unbounded domain, yielding ||f|| ≃ 2A. It should be stressed that F(t) aims at modelling an external forcing, and should not be confused with volume control C or wall control U c . cross-stream components.
DNS with harmonic forcing
In this section the forcing is chosen as F = f(x, y)φ(t) with a harmonic time-dependency:
iωt . We introduce notations for different measures of harmonic amplification used in the following:
• Linear optimal gain ("resolvent norm") G opt (ω), already defined by equation (5): largest energy amplification over all possible forcings f(x, y), it is solution of the eigenvalue problem (7); • Actual linear gain G lin (ω): energy amplification actually obtained for our particular choice of forcing (8) in a fully linearized setting, it is simply calculated by solving the linear system (4), i.e.
• Linear DNS gain G DN S (ω): energy amplification ||q||/||f|| measured in non-linear DNS forced by our particular choice of forcing (8) 
DNS with stochastic forcing
In this section the forcing is chosen as F = f(x, y)φ(t) with a stochastic time-dependency: φ(t) is a random noise of normal distribution (zero mean, unit variance). After investigating the response to harmonic forcing and comparing with linear results in section III C 1 the aim is now to model a more realistic noise.
The time evolution of E p (t) and the variation of E p with forcing amplitude are shown in figures 8(a, b) . Qualitatively, they are very similar to their counterparts for harmonic forcing.
In particular, E p is proportional to A 2 for small amplitudes, increases more quickly after a critical value A c ≃ 10 −5 , and then saturates. A c is larger and the transition smoother than in the harmonic forcing case. This is consistent with the fact that a random white noise excites all frequencies, thus only part of the total forcing energy is available at amplified frequencies.
This results in a larger forcing amplitude needed to obtain the same destabilizing effect.
However, the level of noise that the system can withstand is still very low, which shows that the subcritical bump flow is a strong noise amplifier, easily destabilized by incoming noise 4 . 
IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS A. Sensitivity of optimal gain
In order to design an efficient open-loop control strategy aiming at reducing the optimal gain, it is important first to understand the effect of a given control on G opt (ω). Following Brandt et al. 22 , a variational technique formulated in a Lagrangian framework is used to evaluate the linear sensitivity of the optimal gain with respect to control. Considering the small variation of G 2 opt (ω) resulting from a small source of momentum δC in the domain Ω and small-amplitude wall blowing/suction δU c on the control wall Γ c , the sensitivities to these two types of control can be defined as δG where the adjoint base flow
T is solution of the linear, non-homogeneous system of equations
in Ω,
and ∇ U G is calculated. Then, the sensitivities to control are obtained as follows: first, the variational formulation of (10) is discretized and solved using FreeFem++ (with the same mesh and elements as for base flow calculation); second, sensitivities (9) are evaluated. The boundary conditions used to compute the adjoint base flow are U † = 0 at the inlet and on the wall, ∂ y U † = V † = 0 at the top border, and T has the largest effect on the optimal gain at each frequency, and if G opt would increase or decrease, according to δG
. Two elongated regions of large sensitivity are located in the shear layer and move upstream with ω: a region of negative sensitivity along the separatrix, and a region of positive sensitivity just above.
The interior of the recirculation region is sensitive too at intermediate (i.e. most amplified) frequencies, with structures reminiscent of the optimal response ( figure 4(b) ). efficient and robust open-loop control based on steady volume control. First, the location of largest sensitivity (in absolute value) depends on ω: it is close to the reattachment point at lower frequencies, and moves upstream as frequency increases. Thus, control applied at the location of maximal sensitivity at one frequency will not be optimal at other frequencies.
Second, the sign of the sensitivity depends on space: thin regions of opposite sign are located close to each other (e.g. vertically in the shear layer and, for intermediate ω, horizontally in the recirculation region). Slightly misplacing a force intended to reduce the optimal gain might actually increase it. Third, in some locations the sign of the sensitivity is varying with frequency. Therefore, without choosing its location carefully, a control might reduce the optimal gain at some frequencies and increase it at others. Despite these limitations, one can focus on most amplified frequencies and find a location where volume control reduces the optimal gain at these frequencies. At (x, y) = (75, 3.5) for instance (black circles in figure 11 (a)), the sensitivity ∇ Cx G 2 opt is positive in the range 0.15 ≤ ω ≤ 0.45, and small for frequencies outside this range. A force located at this location and oriented along −e x should therefore have an overall reducing effect on noise amplification. We will come back to this control configuration later on.
We now look at the sensitivity of optimal gain to wall control. Figure 11(b) shows the normalized sensitivity to wall control ∇ Uc G 2 opt /G 2 opt . Arrows show the orientation of positive sensitivity, i.e. wall control in the same direction and orientation as the arrows would increase the optimal gain. The sensitivity is essentially normal to the wall, indicating that normal actuation has a much stronger effect than tangential actuation (more specifically: one to two orders of magnitude). The sensitivity appears to be maximal at the summit of the bump for all frequencies. The maximum point-wise L 2 norm along the wall (inset in figure   11 (b)) follows with ω the same trend as G opt , meaning that wall control authority is larger at frequencies which are more amplified. In addition, one can observe that ∇ Uc G 2 opt changes sign with ω at some locations (e.g. upstream of the bump, and in the downstream half of the recirculation region); however, at the bump summit it is oriented towards the fluid domain for all frequencies, and therefore wall suction at this location would reduce G opt for all frequencies.
The above considerations on the sensitivity to volume control and wall control suggest designing the following open-loop control: no actuation in the domain, C = 0, and vertical wall suction U c = (0, U c )
T at the bump summit x = x b . In the following, the Gaussian
, with 2D flow rate W , will be applied at the wall (x, y b (x)).
In order to validate the sensitivity calculations, comparisons were made for several volume and wall control configurations. We present results for two particular configurations in figures 12 and 13. First, figure 12(a) shows the variation of the optimal gain at ω = 0.25 when a steady volume force in the streamwise direction C = (C x , 0) T is applied in the flow at (x, y) = (75, 3.5). Predictions from linear sensitivity analysis (with δG Again, the agreement is very good, and non-linear effects strong. Therefore, sensitivity analysis proves useful in identifying sensitive regions to design efficient control configurations, but the final quantitative control performance can only be assessed with non-linear simulations or experiments. Figure 13(b) shows the actual optimal gain for different suction flow rates, and confirms the efficiency of this control strategy: reasonably small control flow rates achieve a dramatic reduction of G opt for all frequencies, thereby potentially increasing Figure 14 compares the actual harmonic gain in the uncontrolled and controlled flows, with the forcing structure given by (8) . It shows that the control achieves a significant reduction of about 200 to 300 for the most dangerous frequencies, which are now only amplified by a factor 10 3 instead of 10 5 .
Results for harmonic and stochastic forcing are summarized in figure 15 , which represents the mean asymptotic value of E p (t). Typically, amplitudes larger by a factor 100 are needed to reach the same level of energy. This is consistent with gain reductions of about 200 to 300 observed for the optimal gain in figure 13 (b) and, as mentioned above, for the actual gain in figure 14 . The conclusion is the same for harmonic and stochastic forcing: control reduces noise amplification dramatically. The controlled flow can withstand much higher levels of noise than the uncontrolled one before being destabilized.
As an illustration, figure 16shows the result of a DNS where the flow is forced with 
V. FLOW STABILIZATION
We turn our attention to the supercritical regime. Unlike in the subcritical regime, it is not possible to assess the performance of any control in terms of its effect on optimal gain since the flow is unstable and the notion of asymptotic harmonic response is irrelevant. The natural tool to be used is global linear stability analysis. With a global mode decomposition for perturbations q ′ (x, y, t) = q(x, y)e σt , the linearized Navier-Stokes equations (3) without forcing yield the eigenvalue problem where complex eigenvalues σ = σ r + iσ i of positive (resp. negative) real part correspond to unstable (resp. stable) eigenmodes q. The aim of the control is now to reduce the growth rate σ r of unstable modes.
The eigenvalue problem (11) More insight can be gained using a systematic sensitivity analysis to investigate the effect of steady wall control on most unstable eigenvalues. Similar to section IV A for the optimal gain, the variation of a given eigenvalue σ resulting from a small wall actuation δU c is written as δσ = ∇ Uc σ|δU c . Here a discrete method is employed to compute the sensitivity ∇ Uc σ. The above eigenvalue shift is equivalent to δσ = (∇ U σ|δU), where the base flow modification δU caused by wall actuation is solution of the linear system LδU = δU c , solved for each wall location, while the sensitivity ∇ U σ is computed once only as (∇ U Lq) H q †, with q † the adjoint mode associated to the global mode q. Finally, direct numerical simulations were performed at several supercritical Reynolds numbers. Since the flow is naturally unstable, no forcing was added, and self-sustained oscillations characterized by low-frequency, large-scale vortex shedding 31 developed. Steady vertical wall suction at the summit was turned on at t = 1000. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The maximal possible linear amplification of harmonic forcing was computed at several frequencies in the globally stable 2D separated boundary layer past a wall-mounted bump. Very large values of the linear optimal gain confirmed the strong non-normal character of this flow, which had already been evidenced by large transient growth in previous studies 11, 29 .
DNS confirmed that a small-amplitude noise, harmonic or stochastic in time, could lead to a subcritical bifurcation by destabilizing the flow and triggering random unsteadiness. 
